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I am a bit at loose ends, so here is a brief astrological weather forecast for those interested: The 

inner weather just now is quite different from the outer weather. Outwardly, personally and 

circumstantially, this can be somewhat of an irritating time, one with some surprises, and 

probably not of our favorite kind, ones that make us feel perhaps more vulnerable than usual. 

That’s what is going on the outside. 

 

The inward weather just now is a little more balanced and even-tempered, but yet neither here 

nor there, almost like being in suspended animation -- ennui. There is a some amount of push 

or inner drive to do something, but what? The mind is not quite right for real thinking or analysis 

and the ability to get things done also lags just now, so where does that leave us? 

 

It leaves us waiting for the other shoe to fall, for signs of what we should be doing or might want 

to do. And it might be a while before we get on track, and our inner desire to have some clear 

direction appear may get stronger yet. I never know quite what to do during these slow segues, 

when we are somehow caught between the tides of change. I can say this:  

 

We are in the Fourth Quarter Moon, so although it may be hard to do, it is time to finish things 

up, and not worry about starting anything new just now. That will come, but it will take a while. It 

is a little like stepping on the accelerator but not engaging the clutch. A satisfying resolution may 

take a few days, so “relax as it is,” as they say, and bring it to the path, easier said than done. 

 

As for me, I am going to try and do a little photography this weekend. I am working with a new 

camera and am slowly getting past the technical hurdles and ready to try to mix technique and 

some atmospheric impressions. I might even do some portraits of people. 
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